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Purpose of Your NIH Biosketch

Highlight your accomplishments

Tell a complete story about your work and its impact

Tell the reader why your work is significant and/or innovative

Highlight your training and expertise 

Highlight why you are well-equipped to answer the questions in your 
grant proposal
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH—Pilot Format (To Be Used for Specific FOAs only) 
Provide the following information for the Senior/key personnel and other significant contributors. 

Follow this format for each person.  DO NOT EXCEED FIVE PAGES. 

NAME 

 
POSITION TITLE 

 

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login) 

 
EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and 
residency training if applicable.) 

INSTITUTION AND LOCATION 
DEGREE 

(if applicable) 
MM/YY FIELD OF STUDY 

    
    
    
    
    

 
NOTE: The Biographical Sketch may not exceed five pages. Follow the formats and instructions below.  

A. Personal Statement 

Briefly describe why you are well-suited for your role in the project described in this application. The relevant 
factors may include aspects of your training; your previous experimental work on this specific topic or related 
topics; your technical expertise; your collaborators or scientific environment; and your past performance in this 
or related fields (you may mention specific contributions to science that are not included in Section C).   Also, 
you may identify up to four peer reviewed publications that specifically highlight your experience and 
qualifications for this project.   If you wish to explain impediments to your past productivity, you may include a 
description of factors such as family care responsibilities, illness, disability, and active duty military service. 

B. Positions and Honors 

List in chronological order previous positions, concluding with the present position. List any honors. Include 
present membership on any Federal Government public advisory committee. 

C. Contributions to Science 

Briefly describe up to five of your most significant contributions to science.   For each contribution, indicate the 
historical background that frames the scientific problem; the central finding(s); the influence of the finding(s) on 
the progress of science or the application of those finding(s) to health or technology; and your specific role in 
the described work.   For each of these contributions, reference up to four peer-reviewed publications that are 
relevant to that contribution.   The description of each contribution should be no longer than one half page 
including figures and citations.  Please also provide a URL to a full list of your published work as found in a 
publicly available digital database such as PubMed or My Bibliography, which are maintained by the US 
National Library of Medicine. 

D. Research Support 

List both selected ongoing and completed research projects for the past three years (Federal or non-Federally-
supported). Begin with the projects that are most relevant to the research proposed in the application. Briefly 
indicate the overall goals of the projects and responsibilities of the key person identified on the Biographical 
Sketch. Do not include number of person months or direct costs. 
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Suggestions for Page Usage

Page Limit: 5 pages

A. Personal Statement plus 4 publications: ½ - 1 page 

B. Positions: 1 page

C. Contributions to Science: 1 - 2 pages, approximately ½ page per 
contribution

D. Support: 1 page

Scientific
Communication Workshops@AxiomSciComm.comAxiom

Part A: Personal Statement

Factors that make you perfect for THIS proposal, e.g., training and/or 
experience

Collaborators and environment for THIS proposal

Performance as a scientist as it related to THIS proposal

Highlight up to 4 peer-reviewed papers (with links) related to THIS 
proposal 

Opportunity to address life issues affecting performance

Keep it BRIEF
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Part A: Outline of Key Elements 

Where you went to school (trainee awards)

What you are interested in, and why

How certain training improved/changed your work (trainee awards)

What you have accomplished

What you hope to accomplish

Think of your longterm goals and what drives your passion

Scientific
Communication Workshops@AxiomSciComm.comAxiom

Example – Part A

I first became interested in Alzheimer's-associated  neurodegeneration while doing my 

PhD studies in the lab of Dr. (Big Shot) at (State) University. My grandfather had recently 

been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, so I felt personally invested in the research. After 

graduation, I moved to a postdoctoral fellowship with (Dr. Fancy Pants) at (R1) 

University. There, I gained access to cutting-edge technology to accelerate my studies of 

neurodegeneration. Using this technology, I developed a new technique that 

revolutionized the field. This new technique earned me a first author publication in a 

(high-impact factor journal) and a nationally recognized (award for innovation). As a PI at 

(Excellent) Institution, I now want to apply this technique to drug screening so we can 

develop therapeutic interventions for Alzheimer’s. 
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Part B: Positions and Honors

List positions in chronological order with the most recent listed last

Include any honors you received in the same order

Include memberships to professional societies
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B.
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Part C: Contributions to Science

Briefly describe up to five of your most important contributions to 
science

‒ Describe the problem

‒ Describe why the field could not answer the problem

‒ Describe how you solved the problem and what your specific role was 

‒ Describe the impact of your solution on the field

Can include up to four publications or non-published items for each 
contribution

Scientific
Communication Workshops@AxiomSciComm.comAxiom

Part C: Contribution to Science

Can highlight impact using non-traditional methods

‒ News or magazine articles

‒ Presentations

‒ Patents

‒ Citations

‒ End users (software development) 

Provide a URL to your publications

Describe how this contribution will help you successfully 
complete your proposed project  
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Part C: Include up to 4 Publications to Support each
Contribution

If you are a Young Investigator pick papers that:

‒ Show progression as a scientist

‒ Indicate independence

‒ Feature your impact

‒ Highlight new technology

‒ Lead you into the next work

Scientific
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If you are an Established Investigator list papers that:

‒ Have changed the field

‒ Show the continuity of your work

‒ Show the progress of your work

‒ Highlight key technology

‒ Lead you into the next work

Scientific
Communication Workshops@AxiomSciComm.comAxiom

Part C: Include up to 4 Publications to Support each
Contribution

Part D.  Scholastic Performance

List undergraduate and graduate 
courses and grades

Start with undergraduate 
and follow with graduate

Scientific
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Tools to Create a Biosketch

Scientific
Communication Workshops@AxiomSciComm.comAxiom

Step 1. My Bibliography

Compiled in NCBI through PubMed

Need to create a My NCBI profile with a User ID and password

Allows you to import your PubMed-indexed publications into a CV

Need to update. It will not add references automatically

Scientific
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①Check your Publications

② Click Send To:

④ Click Add to My Bibliography

③ Click My Bibliography

Step 2. Use SciENcv to Make Biosketch
Can reach via eRA commons or from My NCBI

You will be prompted to enter personal info

Add education and training

Include a personal statement

List work experience, memberships, and honors

List work locations

Add publications and research support

Can activate a public URL after saving as PDF

Scientific
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Making a Biosketch in SciENcv

Login to NCBI 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ac
count/

Go to SciENcv

Create a New Biosketch

You have the option to use an 
existing Biosketch as a 
framework or to import one 
from an external source

Scientific
Communication Workshops@AxiomSciComm.comAxiom

Enter your personal 
information 

Remember to include 
eRA COMMONS and 
ORCID IDs if 
available
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①Add a contribution

②Add the description

③ Select appropriate
references

Scientific
Communication Workshops@AxiomSciComm.comAxiom

Remember to check this box!
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Getting your Completed Form

When you have everything input, 
download the file

Everything will be placed in the 
Biosketch form automatically

If you want to make changes manually, 
download as a Word file and convert 
to PDF later

Scientific
Communication Workshops@AxiomSciComm.comAxiom

SciENcv is a Onetime Pain

Once you put in all the information, it’s saved in My NCBI

You can easily add new information 

Can also use the system to make Biosketches for other funding 
agencies or to make a CV 

Will take 3–5 hours to complete the first time, depending on your history

Remember to customize your personal statement and contributions
for each proposal 
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Take Home Message

Showcase your best work by telling an interesting story

The story you tell is based on your stage in your career

Narrative is the best way to highlight the IMPACT you have had in 
your career

New features include an increase to 5 pages, a revamped personal 
statement, and a focus on contributions to science

Take advantage of the CV builders to provide the URL
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